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Cancer biological therapy also referred

to as immunotherapy or biotherapy

comprises the use of living organisms

or living organism-derived substances

to treat cancer. Cancer biological

therapies utilize body’s immune

response to fight against cancer or reduce the side effects of various cancer therapies. This

therapy works on principle of immune system stimulation of the body to resist against cancer

cells. Cancer biological therapies may act against cancer cells directly or indirectly. Generally,

immunotherapy acts indirectly on the cancer cells while other biological therapies like antibodies

target cancer cells directly. Biological therapies, make use of various biological approaches like

interleukins, interferon, monoclonal antibodies, and vaccines being promising among them.

These therapies, comprising immunotherapy and oncolytic virus (OV) therapy, in comparison

with conventional chemotherapy are efficient, often more physiological, has less side effects and

show better tolerance in patients. Although various researches are in progress regarding forms

of biological therapy, only a selected have been shown green signal for patient use by the U.S.

Food and Drug Administration (FDA).
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COVID – 19 scenario analysis: 

Due to the ongoing COVID – 19 pandemic, with more than four million infections and the

economies showing signs of the 2008 financial crisis, COVID-19 has impacted several industries
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including cancer biological therapy market as well.

One of the key concerns looming across the cancer stem cell industry is the lack of optimum

vector manufacturing capacity.

The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and the after lashes of lockdown in various countries across

the globe is expected to pressurize the vector manufacturers to meet the future demand for

cancer cell therapies.

The cancer biological therapy market is in development stages and the manufacturers are trying

to find better solutions to the ongoing challenges

As there is strain on healthcare providers and the hospitals are flooding with patients suffering

with SARS-CoV-2 and the intake capacity of hospitals is already at its peak, the cancer biotherapy

patients along with their therapeutics have been either postponed or put on hold as the health

professionals are summoned to fight COVID-19.

Some research from China, has also stated that cancer patients are at higher risk as they’re

vulnerable against SARS-CoV-2 and have higher chances of getting infected with the virus.

Top impacting factors: Market Scenario Analysis, Trends, Drivers and Impact Analysis

Growing patient pools of people suffering from cancer across the world is the key driving factor

for growth of the cancer biological therapy industry in the near future. WHO stated in their

studies that cancer is world’s second leading death cause resulting in more than 9.5 million

deaths in the year 2018 alone. Furthermore, this situation would worsen with experts estimating

prevalence of cancer to rise by 50% in 2020. Various factors contribute to differences in cancer

prevalence in different geographies include the accessibility and utilization of oncology

diagnostics, variable geriatric population and affordability and accessibility for oncology

therapeutics. WHO also reported around 14 million new incidences and 8.2 million fatalities

associated with cancer in 2012. The high use of tobacco use causes around 20% deaths due to

cancer globally and is reason behind 70% deaths due to lung cancer globally. High consumption

of alcohol and addiction to tobacco have caused significant contributions to global caner burden

thereby augmenting the demand for biological therapies to treat cancer in the global market.

Technological Advents to foster the market development

The technological advent and growing research in biological therapy development for cancer

therapeutics and favorable government initiatives would propel the cancer biological therapy

market. Researchers are emphasizing on the implementation of nanotechnology in the cancer

biological therapeutics to provide better quality treatment to the patients. Integration of

nanotechnology could revolutionize cancer therapeutics. Further, developments in materials

science coupled with protein engineering would also aid healthcare professionals to accurately

target cancer cells.

A Canada-based pharmaceutical firm WPD Pharmaceuticals recently announced the approval of

two sublicenses for pancreatic cancer drug competitors, WP1122 and WP1732 – from a leading

biopharmaceutical organization Moleculin Biotech, Inc. Both drug competitors have shown
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promising outcomes for treatment of pancreatic cancer.

Key benefits of the report:

This study presents the analytical depiction of the global cancer biological therapy industry along

with the current trends and future estimations to determine the imminent investment pockets.

The report presents information related to key drivers, restraints, and opportunities along with

detailed analysis of the global cancer biological therapy market share.

The current market is quantitatively analyzed from 2020 to 2027 to highlight the global cancer

biological therapy market growth scenario.

Porter’s five forces analysis illustrates the potency of buyers & suppliers in the market.

The report provides a detailed global cancer biological therapy market analysis based on

competitive intensity and how the competition will take shape in coming years.

Key Market Players

AbbVie

Amgen

Sanofi

AstraZeneca

Celgene Corporation

Pfizer

ELI Lilly and Company

F. Hoffmann-La Roche

Novartis

GlaxoSmithKline
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